
 

OBJECT ID F2014.100

OBJECT NAME Photograph

MEDIUM print

ACCESS POINTS bedroom

OBJECT DESCRIPTION
Color photograph of a man and a woman in the middle of a bedroom. The woman is standing and seems to be near her 30's. she has short reddish hair, a
white blouse, pearl necklace, black ankle length skirt with black high heel shoes. She is smiling at the man to her left who is sitting and playing a red-orange
sunburst acoustic guitar. He has short dark hair, glasses, a dark beard, a white collared shirt with a colorful tie, black slacks with dark grey socks and black
loafers. He is sitting on a wooden chest with a doiley on it at the foot of a queensized bed. The bed has a wooden foot and headboard with shite coverings
and pillows. There is a baby doll laying on it. On the wall behind the bed is two icons and a Kanelini. THe kandili is possibly one here in the colelctions,
F2014.64. It has a round glass bulb ans is semi-transperant pinkish purple wih textured round markings. IT MAY be the same one. One either side of the
room are large windows with the blinds drawn. THere is a white square-tiled ceiling. On the right side of the room is a wooden dresser with a small white top
hanging off it on a hangar. There is also a white doily hanging off of it. At the left side of the room is a wooden shelf with 7 rows of shelves, many of them
have doileys, photographs, clocks or other such items placed on them. There is a white dress and a light pink top hanging from it on hangars. . Near the
shelves is a children's baby stroller with a doll baby in it. The floor is covered with reddish carpet and in the center is a large rug with ornate black, red and
white designs on it. There is also a wooden chair with a dark red cushion and two small electrical lights in the ceiling. 
On the back "Kodak Royal Paper Logo" is printed in repetition across the back. At the top left corner "#13" is written in blue pen.

ORIGIN
The Picture seems to be from the late 70's to early 90's. The room seems old fashioned and possibly like part of an exhibit. No other information has been
found.

CITATION
Photograph, National Hellenic Museum, https://collections.nationalhellenicmuseum.org/Detail/objects/. Accessed 05/03/24.
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